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1. Introduction
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4$.+ .$+ ,'0+ .)'.+ .)/&/+ B',+ 4$+ B$&E+ !/"4%+ 6$4/+ !/1$&/+ .)",+ ."=/+ .)'.+
,*)$#'&,+ .$6'0+ B$-#6+ '*E4$B#/6%/+ ',+ )'<"4%+ '+ ,$*"$#"4%-",."*+ 6"&/*F
."$4+ "4+ ".,+ =/.)$6$#$%"/,+ '46+ '4'#0,",>G+ !-.+ ".+ ",+ "4+ .)/+ 89:H,+ .)'.+ .)/+
.)/$&/."*'#+-46/&("44"4%,+$1+.)/+6",*"(#"4/+!/%'4+.$+!/+/#'!$&'./6+"4+'+
,0,./='."*+B'0@+
A4+.)/+"4./&</4"4%+IH+0/'&,>+.)/+1"/#6+)',+%&$B4+.$+"4*#-6/+'+!&$'6+
&'4%/+ $1+ .)/$&/."*'#+ ($,"."$4,>+ &/,/'&*)+ =/.)$6$#$%"/,>+ '46+ '&/',+ $1+
'((#"*'."$4J+ '46+ ,$*"$#"4%-",."*+ &/,/'&*)+ $4+ .)/+ 3#'<"*+ #'4%-'%/,+ )',>+
$</&+ .)/,/+ ,'=/+ IH+ 0/'&,>+ *$</&/6+ =-*)+ $1+ .)'.+ !&$'6+ "4</,."%'."</+
&'4%/>+(&$6-*"4%+'+B/'#.)+$1+#"./&'.-&/+'*&$,,+.)/+3#'<"*+#'4%-'%/,+'46+
,$*"$#"4%-",."*+ ,-!1"/#6,@+ D)",+ '&."*#/+ 6$/,+ 4$.>+ .)/&/1$&/>+ '../=(.+ .$+
(&$<"6/+'4+/K)'-,."</+)",.$&"*'#+&/*$-4."4%+$1+'##+'*."<".0+"4+3#'<"*+,$F
*"$#"4%-",."*,+!0+L$&.)+M=/&"*'4+,*)$#'&,>+!-.+&'.)/&+,//E,>+.)&$-%)+'+
,-&</0+ $1+ ='N$&+ (&$1/,,"$4'#+ N$-&4'#,+ '46+ ,/&"/,>+ &/,/'&*)+ *$##/*."$4,>+
,*)$#'&#0+ =$4$%&'(),>+ '46+ 6$*.$&'#+ 6",,/&.'."$4,>+ .$+ ,E/.*)+ "4+ !&$'6+
,.&$E/,+.)/+%/4/&'#+./46/4*"/,+'46+1$*'#+($"4.,+"4+.)/+L$&.)+M=/&"*'4+
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"#$%&'%! ()! *"&+#,! -(,#("#$'.#-/#,-! #$! 0(1/2! 34%1#,&5! )1(4! 62#,2! /2%!
"%&7#$'!%7'%!()!,.11%$/!1%-%&1,25!&-!%8%49"#)#%7!#$!/2%! 91%-%$/! ,(""%,:
/#($5!2&-!'1(6$!&$7!7%+%"(9%7;<!
2. Lineage
2.1. Slavic Sociolinguistics in Professional Journals and Series
=1()%--#($&"!>(.1$&"-!&$7!-%1#%-!6#/2!/2%#1!1%'."&1!9%1#(7#,!9.?"#,&/#($!
-,2%7."%-! /%$7! /(! '#+%! &! )&#1"@! &,,.1&/%! 9#,/.1%! ()! /2%! 1%-%&1,2! /1%$7-!
&$7!/2%!($'(#$'!7%+%"(94%$/!()!&!7#-,#9"#$%!(+%1!/#4%;!A%!6#""!/2%1%:
)(1%! ?%'#$! (.1! "((B! &/! /2%! "#$%&'%! ()! *"&+#,! -(,#("#$'.#-/#,! 1%-%&1,2! #$!
0(1/2!34%1#,&!6#/2!&$!#$+%-/#'&/#($!()!/2%!7#&,21($#,!7%+%"(94%$/!()!
/2%! )#%"7! &-! 4#11(1%7! #$! /2%! 1%-%&1,2! 6(1B! 9.?"#-2%7! #$! /2%! >(.1$&"-!
&$7!-%1#%-C! !"#"$%"#& '(")*#%+&,",-./01-)2-& +"#"$%-##-&$-/&/(")%/3-/&D!'45!
EFGHI91%-%$/J5! '(")%+& "#$& -"/3& 52.*,-"#& 6*2.#"(& D'5575! EFGKI91%-%$/J5!
!"#"$%"#& +*#3.%823%*#/& 3*& 39-& :#3-.#"3%*#"(& !*#;.-//& *<& '(")%/3/! D!!:!'5!
L.#$L.%$$#&""@! EFGMI91%-%$/J5G! =>-.%+"#& +*#3.%823%*#/& 3*& 39-& :#3-.#"?
3%*#"(& !*#;.-//& *<& '(")%/3/! D=!:!'5! L.#$L.%$$#&""@! EFGMI91%-%$/J5! :#3-.?
#"3%*#"(& 6*2.#"(& *<& '(")%+& (%#;2%/3%+/& "#$& ,*-3%+/! D:7'@45! EFGFINOO<J5! A*(%"&
/(")%+"!DA'5!EFKKIMKJ5!7*2.#"(&*<&'(")%+&(%#;2%/3%+/!D7'@5!EFFPI91%-%$/J5!&$7!
:#3-.#"3%*#"(&6*2.#"(&*<&39-&/*+%*(*;B&*<&("#;2";-!D:7'@5!EFK<I91%-%$/J5!1%9:
1%-%$/#$'! 1%-9%,/#+%"@! /2%! 9.?"#-2#$'! (1'&$-! ()! /6(! "&1'%! 0(1/2!
34%1#,&$! -,2("&1"@! (1'&$#Q&/#($-! )(1! *"&+#,! -/.7#%-5! /2%! ())#,#&"! 1%:
,(17-! ()! /2%! R&$&7#&$! &$7! 34%1#,&$! 7%"%'&/#($-! /(! /2%! S$/%1$&/#($&"!
R($'1%--!()! *"&+#-/-5!/21%%!91(4#$%$/!>(.1$&"-!()! /2%! 0(1/2! 34%1#,&$!
*"&+#,! "#$'.#-/#,-! ,(44.$#/@5! &$7! &! "%&7#$'! #$/%1$&/#($&"! >(.1$&"! #$!
-(,#("#$'.#-/#,-;H!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
<

!S! .-%! /2%! $(/#($! T0(1/2! 34%1#,&$! /1&7#/#($! ()! *"&+#,! -(,#("#$'.#-/#,-U! D&$7! -#4#"&1!
921&-#$'-! -.,2! &-! T0(1/2! 34%1#,&$! -,2("&1-U5! %/,;J! /(! #$,".7%! /2(-%! -,2("&1-! 6#/2! &$!
#$-/#/./#($&"!2(4%!(1!1%-%&1,2!?&-%!#$!0(1/2!34%1#,&5!#;%;5!1%-%&1,2%1-!6(1B#$'!6#/2#$!
&!V;*;!&$7W(1!R&$&7#&$!&,&7%4#,W-,2("&1"@!,($/%8/;!

G
!X2%! !"#"$%"#& +*#3.%823%*#/! &99%&1%7! &-! -%9&1&/%! +(".4%-! )(1! /2%! )#+%! R($'1%--%-!
EFGMIKM! D9.?"#-2%7! .$7%1! &! +&1#%/@! ()! /#/"%-! &$7! %7#/(1-C! Y1@$%15! */;! R"&#1:*(?%""5! &$7!
A&#$4&$!EFGMZ![(Q#$-B#!&$7!Y1@$%1!EFHPZ!Y1@$%15!*/;!R"&#1:*(?%""5!&$7!A&#$4&$!EFHMZ!
\("%>%6-B#!%/!&";!EFKPZ!&$7!\("%>%6-B#!%/!&";!EFKMJ5!?./!/2%1%&)/%1!/2%@!&99%&1!&-!1%'."&1!
#--.%-!()!/2%!!'4!#44%7#&/%"@!91%,%7#$'!/2%!R($'1%--!%+%1@!)#+%!@%&1-;!
H

!X2%1%! &1%! ,%1/&#$"@! 4&$@! (/2%1! +%$.%-! #$! 62#,2! 0(1/2! 34%1#,&$! *"&+#,! -(,#("#$:
'.#-/-!2&+%!9.?"#-2%7!/2%#1!6(1B5!#$,".7#$'!/2%!>(.1$&"-!()!#$7#+#7.&"!*"&+#,!"&$'.&'%!
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!"# $%# %$&'$($)*'"# (+,# "-.# "$/.0$'.# +(# +1,# 2$%)1%%$+'# "-*"# "-.# ($,%"#
30*4$)# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)# *,"$)0.%# $'# "-.%.# 5160$)*"$+'%# *55.*,.2# $'# 789:;
98<$=.=># *"# "-.# 4.,?# %"*,"# +(# "-.# 5.,$+2# "-*"# @.# -*4.# '+".2# *%# "-.# 6.A
&$''$'&%# +(# &.'.,*0# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)# ,.%.*,)-# $'# B+,"-# C/.,$)*# DE$'*%#
789:F# G*$'/*'# 789:F# G.$',.$)-# 789:F# H*?# 7898F# H,.1%0.,# 7898F# E,'A
%".$'#7898I=#E4.,#"-.#)+1,%.#+(#"-.#9J#?.*,%#%$').#"-+%.#($,%"#*,"$)0.%>#*"#
0.*%"#89#$'2$4$21*0#*,"$)0.%#2.*0$'&#@$"-#"+5$)%#$'#30*4$)#%+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%#
-*4.#*55.*,.2#$'#"-.#5*&.%#+(#"-.%.#K+1,'*0%#*'2#%.,$.%=L#M-.#4+01/.%#
(,+/# "-.# 78NJ%# %-+@# *# ,.0*"$4.0?# %0+@# *2+5"$+'# +(# "-.# '.@# %+)$+0$'A
&1$%"$)#/."-+2+0+&$.%#*/+'&#0$'&1$%"%#%5.)$*0$O$'&#$'#"-.#$'4.%"$&*"$+'#
+(# "-.# 30*4$)# 0*'&1*&.%=# C# %$&'$($)*'"# 15%@$'&# $'# "-.# '1/6.,# +(# *,"$A
)0.%# $'# 30*4$)# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%# 5,$'".2# $'# "-.%.# 4.'1.%# $%# 4$%$60.# $'# "-.#
78LJ%>#*'2#"-.,.#-*%#6..'#*#%".*2?#(0+@#+(#%+)$+0$'&1$%"$)#5160$)*"$+'%#
*55.*,$'&#$'#"-.$,#5*&.%#%$').>#@$"-#*'#$'),.*%.#$'#,.%.*,)-#5,+21)"$+'#
4$%$60.#%"*,"$'&# $'#"-.#788J%>#*%#"-.#($.02#+(# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%#"++P#+'#$'A
),.*%$'&#%$&'$($)*').#$'#"-.#2$%)$50$'.#+(#0$'&1$%"$)%#$'#&.'.,*0=#
M-./*"$)#)+'(.,.').%#+'#30*4$)#%+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%#-*4.#"*P.'#50*).#$'#
B+,"-# C/.,$)*># "-.# 5,+)..2$'&%# (,+/# @-$)-# -*4.# (,+/# "$/.# "+# "$/.#
6..'# 5,$'".2# $'# %+/.# +(# "-.# K+1,'*0%# %1,4.?.2# -.,.=# M-+%.# "-./*"$)#
)+'(.,.').# 5,+)..2$'&%># *0+'&# @$"-# +"-.,# %5.)$*0A(+)1%# $%%1.%># -*4.#
)*1%.2# +))*%$+'*0# %-+,"A".,/# %5$P.%# $'# 30*4$)# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)# 5160$)*A
####################################################################################################################################
%+)$."$.%#*'2#$'%"$"1".%#%1)-#*%#"-.#!"#$%&'(")(*+,(-"./,*0()"$(-'"1,%,(-*#2/,3#+,#"-.#!"#$%&'(
")(45$&/%/&%(3*#2/,3F#0$'&1$%"$)%#K+1,'*0%#$'#30*4$)A%5.*P$'&#)+1'",$.%>#(+,#.Q*/50.>#6&7,(
8,9# +,# !#:%"3'"1,%35/( )/'"'";F# $'".,2$%)$50$'*,?# K+1,'*0%# @$"-# *# "+5$)*0# (+)1%# %1)-# *%#6&<
*/"%&'/*/,3( =&=,$3# +,# "-.# >&%&2/&%( $,1/,?( ")( 3*#2/,3( /%( %&*/"%&'/3@AB,1#,( .&%&2/,%%,( 2,3(
C*#2,3(3#$(',(%&*/"%&'/3@,F#0$'&1$%"$)%#K+1,'*0%#$'#4*,$+1%#*,.*%#+(#%+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%#0$P.#"-.#
!"#$%&'( ")(@#'*/'/%;#&'(&%2(@#'*/.#'*#$&'(2,1,'"=@,%*#*'2#D&%;#&;,(=$"E',@3(&%2('&%;#&;,(
='&%%/%;F# +,# K+1,'*0%# )+4.,$'&# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%# $'# &.'.,*0# 0$P.# D&%;#&;,( /%( 3"./,*0# *'2#
"-.#!"#$%&'(")(3"./"'/%;#/3*/.3>#"+#'*/.#K1%"#*#%.0.)"#(.@=#C%#"-$%#*,"$)0.#$%#'+"#$'".'2.2#"+#
6.#*#)+/50.".#6$60$+&,*5-$)*0#%1,4.?>#61"#,*"-.,#*#&.'.,*0#+4.,4$.@#+(#"-.#($.02>#$"#@*%#
'.).%%*,?#"+#/*$'"*$'#).,"*$'#,.%",$)"$+'%#$'#)+4.,*&.#"-*"#'+'."-.0.%%#5,+4$2.2#%1(($A
)$.'"# )+4.,*&.# +(# "-.# ($.02# "+# *00+@# (+,# ",*)P$'&# &.'.,*0# ",.'2%# *'2# ".'2.')$.%=# R+,# *#
"-+,+1&-# 6$60$+&,*5-$)*0# ",.*"/.'"# +(# "-.# .*,0?# 2.)*2.%# +(# 30*4$)# %+)$+0$'&1$%"$)%#
"-,+1&-# "-.# ?.*,# 78LL# D@$"-# %.0.)".2# .'",$.%# (+,# "-.# 5.,$+2# 78L:;:JI# %..# "-.# "-,..A
4+01/.#@+,P#6?#S,*'&#*'2#TU00$&#D78:7I=#
L

#M-$%# '1/6.,# $%# 6*%.2# +'# 5.,%+'*0# $'%5.)"$+'# +(# "-.# (100# 5160$)*"$+'# ,1'%# +(# >-F>#
>>G>->#H>G>->#G!-DF>#I->#*'2#G!-D>#"-.#"*60.%#+(#)+'".'"%#+(#"-.#(100#,1'#+(#!-D>#*'2#"-.#
%1//*,?# $'# V*55*5+,"# WJJN# 501%# 5.,%+'*0# $'%5.)"$+'# +(# "-.# 4+01/.%# (+,# WJJN;J:# (+,#
-JJ!=#M-.#'1/6.,#$%>#+(#)+1,%.>#'+"#*'#*6%+01".#)+1'">#%$').# ).,"*$'#*,"$)0.%#"-*"#%+/.#
/$&-"#)+'%$2.,#%+)$+0$'&1$%"$)#$'#'*"1,.#/$&-"#6.#)+'%$2.,.2#6?#+"-.,%#"+#6.0+'&#/+,.#
*55,+5,$*".0?#"+#*'+"-.,#%16($.02#+(#0$'&1$%"$)%>#*'2#4$).#4.,%*=#
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"#$%! &'"#(#")! #%! "*+,+! -.#%"! (+%/+,0! 1*#2+! #"! #,! 3#44#'/2"! "$! '2&#5! "*&"!
"*+,+! '$%'+%".&"+3! &'"#(#"#+,! .+,/2"+3! #%! &%)! ,#6%#4#'&%"! #%'.+&,+! #%!
$(+.&22! .+,+&.'*! -.$3/'"#(#")! $.! &! '*&%6+! #%! "*+! .+,+&.'*! -&""+.%,! #%!
72&(#'!,$'#$2#%6/#,"#',!#%! 8$."*! 95+.#'&:!"*+,+! ,-+'#&2;4$'/,!#,,/+,! 3$!
*#6*2#6*"!".+%3,!#%!"*+!<$.=!>+#%6!3$%+!3/.#%6!6#(+%!-+.#$3,:!&%3!<+!
<#22! .+"/.%! "$! "*+! 5&""+.! $4! '$%4+.+%'+! -.$'++3#%6,! &%3! ,-+'#&2;4$'/,!
#,,/+,!,/>,+?/+%"2)!@,++!,+'"#$%!A0A!>+2$<B0!
C4!<+!+D&5#%+!"*+!#%3#(#3/&2E!,$'#$2#%6/#,"#'!'$%".#>/"#$%,!"$!!"#:!
"$$%:! !!&!":! '!&!":! &%"(#:! )":! %"(:! &%3! &%"(! &''$.3#%6! "$! *+,-.+-/012
*+,-.+-/2+3/+0:!<+!4#%3!"*+!4$22$<#%6F!
!
! &B! G*+.+!*&,!2$%6! >++%!&!,#6%#4#'&%"!4$'/,!$%!"*+!7$/"*!72&(#'!2&%;
6/&6+,! &5$%6! 8$."*! 95+.#'&%! 72&(#,",! <$.=#%6! #%! ,$'#$2#%;
6/#,"#',:! <#"*! H$,%#&%;I.$&"#&%;J$%"+%+6.#%;7+.>#&%! @HIJ7B!
&%3! 72$(+%+! .+'+#(#%6! "*+! >/2=! $4! "*+! &""+%"#$%0! H/26&.#&%! &%3!
J&'+3$%#&%! &.+! &2,$! .+-.+,+%"+3! 5&=#%6! "*+! '$(+.&6+! $4! "*+!
2&.6+.!7$/"*!72&(#'!2&%6/&6+,!'$5-2+"+0!K(+.&22:!LM!&."#'2+,!4.$5!
8$."*!95+.#'&%!,'*$2&.,!-/>2#,*+3!#%!"*+!N$/.%&2,!&%3!,+.#+,!#%!
?/+,"#$%!<+.+! 3+($"+3!"$!"$-#',!#%!7$/"*!72&(#'! ,$'#$2#%6/#,"#',!
@,$5+"#5+,! #%! '$5>#%&"#$%! <#"*! 2&%6/&6+,! 4.$5! O&,"! $.! 1+,"!
72&(#'B! &%3! "*+)! &.+! 3#,".#>/"+3! &'.$,,! &22! 4#(+! 3+'&3+,! @PQMR,S
ARRR,B0Q!
! >B! G*+! O&,"! 72&(#'! 2&%6/&6+,! &2,$! *&(+! ,".$%6! .+-.+,+%"&"#$%! #%!
8$."*! 95+.#'&%! ,$'#$2#%6/#,"#'! .+,+&.'*! -/>2#,*+3! #%! "*+,+!
N$/.%&2,! &%3! ,+.#+,:! <#"*! "*+! 2&.6+,"! -$."#$%! $4! "*&"! <$.=! #%;
($2(#%6! T/,,#&%0! U=.&#%#&%! &%3! T/,)%! ,$'#$2#%6/#,"#',! &.+! .+-;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E

!9,! -.+(#$/,2)! 5+%"#$%+3:! <+! &.+! '$%'+%".&"#%6! #%! "*#,! ,+'"#$%! $%! #%3#(#3/&2! '$%".#;
>/"#$%,! "$! .+6/2&.! N$/.%&2! #,,/+,! &%3! &.+! +D'2/3#%6:! 4$.! "*+! 5$5+%":! "*+5&"#'! '$%;
4+.+%'+! -.$'++3#%6,! &%3! ,-+'#&2;4$'/,! N$/.%&2! #,,/+,! -/>2#,*+3! #%! "*+,+! N$/.%&2,! &%3!
,+.#+,0! G*+5&"#'! 6.$/-#%6,! $4! -&-+.,! "*&"! .+,/2"! 4.$5! 4$'/,+3! .+,+&.'*! &'"#(#"#+,! &%3!
+(+%",!-.$(#3+!&!3#44+.+%":!&33#"#$%&2!")-+!$4!3+"&#2!"$!"*+!-#'"/.+!<+!&.+!3.&<#%6!&%3!
&.+!"*+.+4$.+!".+&"+3!,+-&.&"+2)!#%!"*+!%+D"!,+'"#$%0!G*#,!#%'2/3+,!"*+!V"$-#',!#,,/+,W!$4!
&%"(! 3+($"+3! "$! "*+! ,$'#$2#%6/#,"#',! $4! ,-+'#4#'! 2&%6/&6+,! $.! .+6#$%,0! 7"&%3&.3! X+,";
,'*.#4"+%!@#0+0:!%$"!"*+5&"#'&22)!$.#+%"+3B!"*&"!*&(+!>++%!-/>2#,*+3!&,!#,,/+,!$4!"*+!N$/.;
%&2,! /%3+.! .+(#+<! *&(+! >++%! #%'2/3+3! *+.+! #%! "*+! 3#,'/,,#$%! $4! #%3#(#3/&2! '$%".#>/;
"#$%,!"$!.+6/2&.!N$/.%&2!#,,/+,!@<#"*!$%+!+D'+-"#$%!%$"+3!>+2$<!#%!,+'"#$%!A0AB0!

Q

!G*+! %/5>+.,! 4$.! "*+! "*.++! 2&%6/&6+! >.&%'*+,! <#22! &33! /-! "$! 5$.+! "*&%! "*+! QY! "$"&2!
&."#'2+,! 5+%"#$%+3! &>$(+! 3/+! "$! "*+! ".+&"5+%"! $4! 5$.+! "*&%! $%+! 2&%6/&6+! >.&%'*! #%!
,+(+.&2!$4!"*+!&."#'2+,0!
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!"#"$%"&' (#' )"**+' ($&' %,"!"' -#' (*#.' .$"' /.$%!-01%-.$' .$' 2"*(3
!1#-($' -$' %,"' 4"!-.&-/(*#' #1!5"6"&789' :5"!(**+' ;<' #%1&-"#' 06'
=.!%,' >?"!-/($' #/,.*(!#' @./1#' .$' A(#%' B*(5-/' *($C1(C"#' ($&'
%,"6' (!"+' *-D"' %,"' B.1%,' B*(5-/' ?(%"!-(*#+' &-#%!-01%"&' (/!.##' %,"'
@-5"'4(#%'&"/(&"#7'
' /E' F"*(%-5"*6'*-%%*"' #./-.*-$C1-#%-/').!D',(#'0""$' &.$"'.$'%,"'G"#%'
B*(5-/' *($C1(C"#' /.?4(!"&' %.' %,"' $1?0"!#' #""$' (0.5"' @.!' A(#%'
($&' B.1%,' B*(5-/7' :5"!(**+' .$*6' HI' =.!%,' >?"!-/($' /.$%!-013
%-.$#' %.' #./-.*-$C1-#%-/' !"#"(!/,' .$' G"#%' B*(5-/' *($C1(C"#' )"!"'
-&"$%-@-"&'-$'%,"'J.1!$(*#'($&' #"!-"#' 1$&"!'!"5-")7'B./-.*-$C1-#3
%-/' #%1&-"#' .@' %,"' G"#%' B*(5-/' *($C1(C"#' (44"(!' #*.)*6' -$' %,"#"'
5"$1"#' -$' %,"' "(!*6' &"/(&"#K.@' %,"' HI' #./-.*-$C1-#%-/' (!%-/*"#'
&"(*-$C' )-%,' G"#%' B*(5-/' .$*6' 8H' )"!"' 410*-#,"&' 0"@.!"' 8LL9'
MG"-$!"-/,' 8LN<+' 8LO;P' F("&"' 8LOI(+' 8LOI0P' Q!(0.)#D(' 8LI;P'
Q!(0.)#D-' 8LI<P' R(C$"!' 8L<80P' S.#%T*' 8L<HP' F.%,#%"-$' 8L<HP'
U(CV!#D(32!..D#' 8L<HP' R-D.W' 8L<NP' X,.?(#' 8L<<0E7' A5"$' )-%,'
%,"#"' *.)' $1?0"!#+' %,"' /.5"!(C"' .@' %,"' *(!C"!' G"#%' B*(5-/' *($3
C1(C"#'-#'$"(!*6' /.?4*"%"+' )-%,'YZ"/,+' [.*-#,+'B*.5(D+'($&'B.!3
0-($' (**' !"4!"#"$%"&' 06' ?1*%-4*"' #%1&-"#' M)-%,' $.' (!%-/*"#+' ,.)3
"5"!+'.$'\(#,10-($E7'
'
]@')"'($(*6Z"'%,"#"'-$&-5-&1(*'(!%-/*"#'-$'%"!?#'.@'%,"'!"#$"%$&'($!)$#*
!(+,$-%.!'!"4!"#"$%"&+')"'#""'#"5"!(*'%.4-/#'!"/"-5-$C'('*(!C"'(?.1$%'.@'
(%%"$%-.$' (?.$C' =.!%,' >?"!-/($' B*(5-#%#+' ($&' )"' $.%"' #.?"' #*-C,%'
#,-@%#' -$' "?4,(#-#' ($&' %,"' !-#"' .@' $")' %.4-/#' .5"!' %-?"788' ]$' %,"' "(!*6'
&"/(&"#' M8LO9#+' 8LI9#+' ($&' 8L<9#E' %,"' %.4-/#' .@' *($C1(C"' 4*($$-$C'
M-$/*1&-$C' #%($&(!&' *($C1(C"' &"5"*.4?"$%E' ($&' *($C1(C"' /.$%(/%'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
89

'=.!%,' >?"!-/($' #./-.*-$C1-#%-/' !"#"(!/,' .$' 2"*(!1#-($' -#' $.%' /.?4*"%"*6' (0#"$%' -$'
J.1!$(*' 410*-/(%-.$#+' ($&' ,(#' 0"/.?"' ?.!"' #%!.$C*6' !"4!"#"$%"&' -$' %,"' *(#%' 89' 6"(!#P'
#""+'@.!'"^(?4*"+'G..*,-#"!'H99;+'2!.)$'H99I+'($&'2!.)$'H99<7']$'C"$"!(*+'%,"'#./-.3
*-$C1-#%-/'#-%1(%-.$'.@'2"*(!1#-($'($&'2"*(!1#'!"(**6'.$*6'#%(!%"&'%.'C"$"!(%"'#-C$-@-/($%'
-$%"!"#%'(?.$C'=.!%,'>?"!-/($'#/,.*(!#'(@%"!'%,"'0!"(D14'.@'%,"'B.5-"%'_$-.$7'
88

'B-$/"' ]' (?' (%%"?4%-$C' %.' 4!"#"$%' .0#"!5"&' .5"!(**' %"$&"$/-"#' -$' %,"' #./-.*-$C1-#%-/'
!"#"(!/,' !"4!"#"$%"&' -$' %,"' -$&-5-&1(*' (!%-/*"#+' ]' ,(5"' .!C($-Z"&' %,"' %.4-/#' /.5"!"&'
-$%.'@(-!*6'0!.(&'/(%"C.!-"#7'X,"'/.$%"$%'.@'%,"'(!%-/*"#'/.1*&'0"'/(%"C.!-Z"&'-$%.'?.!"'
$(!!.)*6' &"@-$"&' #10@-"*&#+' 01%' %,(%' ).1*&' &"@"(%' %,"' 41!4.#"' .@' %"(#-$C' .1%' %,"'
C*.0(*' !"#"(!/,' %!"$&#7' ]$&-5-&1(*' (!%-/*"#' /.1*&' (*#.+' (%' %-?"#+' 0"' 4*(/"&' -$' ?1*%-4*"'
/(%"C.!-"#' #-?1*%($".1#*67' ]$' %,"#"' -$#%($/"#+' ]' ,(5"' (%%"?4%"&' %.' 4*(/"' %,"?' -$' %,"'
/(%"C.!6'%,(%'0"#%'!"4!"#"$%#'%,"'.5"!(!/,-$C'/.$/"4%'($&'?"%,.&.*.C6'.@'%,"').!D7'
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"#$%&'$%(! )&'*%(+$)! +#$! )*,-.,,*&%,/! 0*+#! 1(%2.(2$! 3(4*(+*&%!
5*%-1.)*%2! "4$,+*2$! 3(4*$+*$,6! (%)! '*%&4*+7! 1(%2.(2$! '(*%+$%(%-$!
"4$,$%+!(,!0$118!
!
! 9! !"#$%"$&'()"##*#$'"#+',-"#+".+'!"#$%"$&'/&0&)123&#-'!
!

!
!

!
!

!

! :4$.,1$4! ;<=<>! ?4%,+$*%! ;<=<>! @$%,&%! ;<A;>! :1$*%! ;<AB>! @.+1$4!
;<A<>! CD++1EF&4+#! ;<GH>! I+&1J! ;<GK>! @*4%L(.'! ;<G=>! @$%,&%!
;<GM>! N.%(+&3! ;<GM>! O#&'(,! ;<GM>! O&11$P,&%! ;<MH>! @.+1$4! ;<M;>!
Q(2%$4! ;<M;L>! N&,+R1! ;<MS>! T'*%&3! ;<MS>! U(2V4,W(E@4&&W,!
;<MS>! F&4+#! ;<MK>! N*'%*W! ;<MB>! X1L*Y(%*Z! ;<M=L/! ;<MA>! O#&'(,!
;<MML!!
9! !"#$%"$&'41#-"5-'(6&#13&#"'!
! ?*%(,! ;<=M>! F$*%4$*-#! ;<=M>! :(7! ;<=<>! F$*%4$*-#! ;<AK>! F&4+#!
;<AK>! [($)$! ;<AG(/! ;<AGL>! \4(L&0,W(! ;<GK>! [&+#,+$*%! ;<MS>!
I#7'W*0! ;<MS>! \$4.,EO(4%(0$-W(! ;<MK>! ]$%-$W! ;<MKL>! ^4*$,+17!
;<MK/!;<MM!!
9! !"#$%"$&'7".*"-*1#'"#+'(.&8-*$&'7".*&-*&8!
! F(*%'(%! ;<=M/! ;<AM>! Q(2%$4! ;<AM>! _.4*`*Z! (%)! :$,,! ;<GM>! :$,,!
(%)! _.4*`*Z! ;<GM>! ]$%-$W! ;<GM(>! ]$3*%! ;<GM>! Q(2%$4! ;<GM(>!
a4*$)'(%/!bc!;<MS>!^*--#*&!;<MS>!Q*W&d!;<M=>!e$)$1YW&3*-!;<MM!!
9! 9*#1.*-:'!"#$%"$&'9"*#-&#"#5&!

!
! \$4.,EO(4%(0$-W(!;<GM>!\4(L&0,W(!;<GM>!O&11$P,&%!;<M;!!
!
F#*1$!+#$!P*$1),!&P! 1(%2.(2$!"1(%%*%2!(%)! 1(%2.(2$!-&%+(-+! #(3$!-$4E
+(*%17! -&%+*%.$)! +&! L$! +&"*-(1/! ,+(4+*%2! *%! +#$! ;<<H,! *%)*3*).(1! (4+*-1$,!
".L1*,#$)!*%!+#$!Y&.4%(1,!(%)!,$4*$,!.%)$4!4$3*$0!,#&0!+#(+!I1(3*-!,&E
-*&1*%2.*,+*-! 4$,$(4-#! *%! e&4+#! X'$4*-(! #(,! L$2.%! +&! -&3$4! (! '.-#!
L4&()$4! 4(%2$! &P! (4$(,/! *%-1.)*%2! *%-4$(,$,! *%! 0&4W! &%! 1(%2.(2$! 3(4E
*(+*&%! (%)! 1(%2.(2$! '(*%+$%(%-$/! (%)! +#$! *%+4&).-+*&%! &P! ,.-#! (4$(,!
(,!)*,-&.4,$!(%)!"4(2'(+*-,/!2$%)$4!1*%2.*,+*-,/!1(%2.(2$!(%)!$+#%*-*E
+7f*)$%+*+7/!(%)!1(%2.(2$!$).-(+*&%8!
!
! 9! !"#$%"$&'()"##*#$'"#+',-"#+".+'!"#$%"$&'/&0&)123&#-!
!

! O#&'(,! ;<<S(>! Q(4,#(11/! Nc! ;<<A>! a&4)! SHHS>! ](%2'(%! SHHS>!
O&11$P,&%! SHHS>! Q(g0$11! SHHKL>! O#&'(,! SHHK>! X1$g(%)$4! SHHKh
HB>!:.,#W&!SHHG>!N(%71$%W&!SHHM>!:4('$4!SHHM!
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"! !"#$%"$&'()#*"+*',-&#).&#"!
! #$%$&'()&$*! +,,-.! /012)345! 67! +,,8.! 9:;<4:0! +,,8:.! =>'?:4!
+,,@.! A)&$0! B--8.! C2$)1?:05! D7! B--8E-F.! =''G4! B--H.! =>'?:4!
B--I.!J''%>$4)2!B--I!
"! !"#$%"$&'/"01"*1)#'"#2',0&3*1$&'/"01&*1&3'!
! K:0L'2!+,,8.! /012)345!67!+,,M.! D:%;'&:!+,,M.!NO><GP:O>!+,,I.!
#%:1)0'&:! +,,,.! Q'&$;'&! :01! R2$)4L%S! +,,,.! #:T0)2! B--+.!
NO>3:2LU!B--8.!V<??$04!B--M.!R'%;'&4;S!B--M!
"! 41#)01*5'!"#$%"$&'4"1#*&#"#+&'!
! W:??)2! +,,8P.! R2$)4L%S! +,,@:.! XO;)2L! B--8.! R2$)4L%S! B--8.!
NO>::24O>?$1L!B--I!!
"! 613+)%03&'"#2',0"$."*1+3!
! #$%%4!+,,8.!Y42:)%$!+,,H.!Q)1:4>;$&4;:!B--F.!C$)%1)2!B--I!
"! 7&#2&0'!1#$%13*1+3!
! Q)1:4>;$&4;:!B--B!
"! !"#$%"$&'"#2'8*-#1+1*59:2&#*1*5!
! Z2))0P)2T5!97!+,,I.!#%:1)0'&:!B--8.!D:;:2)%$S4;:!B--8!
"! !"#$%"$&'82%+"*1)#!
! K2:?)2!B--F!

2.2. Thematic Conference Proceedings and Special-Focus Collections
=>)?:L$O! T2'<G$0T4! '[! :2L$O%)45! $0! L>)! ['2?! '[! )$L>)2! O'0[)2)0O)! G2'\
O))1$0T4!'2!4G)O$:%\['O<4!O'%%)OL$'045!G2'&$1)!:!4S0O>2'0$O!40:G4>'L!'[!
4O>'%:2%S! L>$0;$0T! :01! :OL$&$LS! 1<2$0T! 4G)O$[$O! G)2$'14! $0! L>)! 1)&)%\
'G?)0L! '[! :! 2)4):2O>! [$)%17! =>)S! L)01! L'! 4>'3! G'$0L4! '[! >)$T>L)0)1!
)?G>:4$4!'2!$0O2):4)1!['O<4!L>:L!4<2[:O)![2'?!L$?)!L'!L$?)!$0!L>)!T)0\
)2:%! 2)4):2O>! 4L2):?5! :01! :2)! L>)2)['2)! 3'2L>! %'';$0T! :L! ?'2)! O%'4)%S!
:4! :! 4)G:2:L)! G>)0'?)0'0! $0! L>)! %$0):T)! '[! N%:&$O! 4'O$'%$0T<$4L$O4! $0!
Q'2L>!/?)2$O:7!
=2:O$0T!L>)!O>2'0'%'TS!'[!4<O>!4G)O$:%!$44<)4!3)!4))!L>:L!L>)! T)0\
)2:%! G:LL)20! '[! )?G>:4$4! $0! N'<L>! N%:&$O! ])4G)O$:%%S! ^V#N_! :?'0T!
Q'2L>! /?)2$O:0! 4O>'%:24! L>:L! 3:4! $1)0L$[$)1! :P'&)! $4! O'0[$2?)1! :01!
2)$0['2O)1! PS! L>)! 2)%:L$&)%S! ):2%S! :01! 2)G):L)1! :GG):2:0O)! '[! O'0[)2\
)0O)! G2'O))1$0T4! &'%<?)4! '0! 4G)O$[$O:%%S! N'<L>! N%:&$O! 4'O$'%$0T<$4L$O!
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"#$%&'(!)*!+,-./!"01!2#34*56!!"#"$%&'&(#)*(+,(-+!$376%'018!5!8#3761!%''31!
9+.:;<=>?!3*814!"01!"%"61!@A01! 8%61BB5!#C!"01! B16"%*D! $#"E!A01!&5'1!#C!
"01! F#3"0! F65G%&! 65*D35D1'H! 9I1*&1J! 5*8! K5D*14! +,-.?! L0%&0! &#*M
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.<(& ,+'1('& 6+4%"0%-.& >0+4( 7P2#1$6( 2',( K1Q/( ?@@R9( 6#+8( &4"( &5( "/+( %&'5+#0
+'%+( N32!"( 34#&*+2'( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%!S( P$!"&#.( 2',( *#&!*+%"!O( /+1,( $'(
?@@M(2"(>',$2'2(T'$;+#!$".C(2',(82!(,+!$6'+,("&(*#&;$,+(2'(&;+#;$+8(
&5( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%( #+!+2#%/( $'( "/+( %&4'"#$+!( &5( %+'"#21( 2',( +2!"+#'(
34#&*+( 2!( "/+.( %2)+( &4"( &5( "/+( !&%$21$!"( *+#$&,C( ,$!%4!!$'6( 8/2"( /2,(
2',( /2,'<"( -++'( ,&'+( 7$=+=C( 8/2"( 82!( 2',( 82!'<"( *&!!$-1+9( 4',+#( !&0
%$21$!)( 2',( 8/2"( 82!( 2',( 82!'<"( -+$'6( ,&'+( $'( "/+( +2#1.( *&!"0?@I@(
.+2#!=M?( >"( $!( "+11$'6( "/2"( 2"( #&46/1.( "/+( !2)+( "$)+( 2!( P2#1$6( 2',( K1Q/(
*4-1$!/+,( "/+$#( %&11+%"$&'( &5( 2#"$%1+!( &'( N+)+#6+'"O( !&%$&1$'64$!"$%(
#+!+2#%/( $'( %+'"#21( 2',( +2!"+#'( 34#&*+C( "/+( K&1$!/( !+#$+!( ?"@#+*-A(&
$A%(@(& @BACDE*& -F+*%"G-D%4<( 7NJ&!"( #+%+'"( /$!"&#.( &5( "/+( :12;$%( 12'0
6426+!O9( -+62'( $"!( *4-1$%2"$&'( #4'( &5( ?U( ;&14)+!( &'( "/+( %4##+'"( 12'0
6426+( *$%"4#+( $'( "/+( :12;$%( 12'6426+!=MB( V4"/&#+,( -.( "+2)!( 5#&)( "/+(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
MA

(>'%14,$'6("/+(W&#"/(V)+#$%2'(%&'"#$-4"$&'!S(X+'.;+!$(?@@IY(K241!"&'(?@@IY(Z&"#4-2(
?@@I=(
M?
(H/+( ;&14)+( $'%14,+!( 5$;+( %&'"#$-4"$&'!( 7&4"( &5( "+'( "&"219( 5#&)( W&#"/( V)+#$%2'(
!%/&12#!S([#$)!/28(?@@RY(P2))+#(?@@RY(P2#1$6(?@@R2C(?@@R-Y(\&&1/$!+#(?@@R=(
MB

(6':-D%& @(A%D( 7:+#-$2'Y( ]2,&;2'&;$^( ?@@F9Y( HI07"'-D%& (A%D( 7_4162#$2'Y( `$)$"#&;2( ?@@a9Y(
3/--D%@&@"ACD(7]4!!$2'Y(b$#c2+;(?@@a9Y(6('>JK%#"(7:&#-$2'Y(X2!L2(?@@I9Y(L(-DM&@"ACD(7Dd+%/Y(
e&f+'!Lg( ?@@I9Y( 60+)(#-D%& @(A%D( 7:1&;+'+Y( Z$,&;$h0J4/2( ?@@I9Y(60+)(#-DM& @"ACD( 7:1&;2LY(
_&!iL( ?@@I9Y( N')".-D%& @(A%D( 7D#&2"$2'Y( j&'h2#$^( ?@@I9Y( H(0"'/-D"@"& 1+)"( 7_+12#4!$2'Y(
j4L2k2'+%C( K#$6&,d$hC( 2',( :c2)+kL2( ?@@I9Y( O"D($+#-D%& @"A%D( 7J2%+,&'$2'Y( J$'&;20
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"#$%&'()*+$,&-.! '/0-12&+)! '/-'+2-+34! 15+)+! %/#06+)! .+-+2$##7! .&%+!
$6*#+! )*$'+! 1/! $! 8&3+! %$2&+17! /9! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&'! :0+)1&/-)! &-! 15+&2!
/%+2$##! 12+$16+-1! /9! +$'5! #$-.0$.+;$! 5&)1/2&'$#! 9&2)1! 9/2! 6$-7! /9! 15+!
&-('/0-127! #&-.0&)1&'! 12$3&1&/-)<! =5+! /-+! %/#06+! /9! 15+! 9/021++-! 1/! >+!
+3&1+3! $-3! '/-12&>01+3! 1/! >7! $! ?/215! @6+2&'$-! )'5/#$24! !"#$%&#'()*
)+,('!AB=5+!C0)7-!#$-.0$.+DE!F$./')&!GHHIJ4!&)!$!.//3!+K$6*#+!/9!15+!
+K1+-1!1/!85&'5!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&')!&)!82$**+3!&-1/!15+!9$>2&'!/9!15+)+!%/#(
06+)4! 15+! 9&2)1! 152++! )+'1&/-)! >+&-.! +-1&1#+3L! BM)1/2&N-/(+1-/.2$9&N-$! &!
O$P7,/%$! /)-/%$D4! BQ&1+2$102-7O! O$P7,D4! B"/'&/#&-.%&)1&N-7O! $)*+,1D!
AB=5+!5&)1/2&'$#(+15-/.2$*5&'!$-3!#&-.0&)1&'! >$)+D4!B=5+!)1$-3$23!#$-(
.0$.+D4!B=5+!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&'!$)*+'1D4!2+)*+'1&%+#7J<!
2.3. Monographs on Slavic Sociolinguistics
M-! 15+! +$2#7! 3+'$3+)! /9! 15+! 9&+#34! +K1+-3+3! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&'! )103&+)! /9!
"#$%&'! #$-.0$.+)! >7! ?/215! @6+2&'$-! )'5/#$2)! $**+$2+3! &-! >//,! 9/26!
/-#7! /-! $-! /''$)&/-$#! >$)&)<! RK$6*#+)! /9! )0'5! +$2#7! 6/-/.2$*5&'!
)103&+)! &-!"#$%&'!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&')!&-'#03+L! -$.*"'/+$%$#01.*201/$34#5/+01.6*
789:;79<=! A"5+%+#/%! STUUJE! >* ?+#1"@$+%* $A$BC.04* $%* 41.* D%$4.A* 24+4.#!
AV+2,/8),&!STUTJEWW!E1.*#5..01*B3*F"GB#C+H*$II$G/+%4#*$%*2+%*J.A/B6*K+C$L
3B/%$+!A@#>&-!$-3!@#+K$-3+2!STXGJE!E1.*C+%G"+G.*M".#4$B%*+IB%G*41.*2"@L
0+/5+41$+%*!"#(%#!AF$./')&!STXT4!2+(&))0+3!STYXJE! E1.*#4/"04"/.*+%A*1$#L
4B/(* B3* 41.* 2CBH.%.* C+%G"+G.! AQ+-'+,! STYGJEWI! E1.* $I5+04* B3* 41.* NCC(/$+%*
OBH.I.%4*B%*41.*K/B+4$+%*C.P$0B%!A=5/6$)!STYY$J<!?/1!)02*2&)&-.#74!8+!
/-'+! $.$&-! )++! 15+! *2/6&-+-'+! /9! 15+! "/015! $-3! R$)1! "#$%&'! #$-.0$.+!
>2$-'5+)! &-! 15+)+! +$2#7! 6/-/.2$*5)4! $-3! 8+! 9&-3! 15+! 9$6&#&$2! +$2#7!
+6*5$)&)! /-! 15+! 1/*&')! /9! #$-.0$.+! *#$--&-.! $-3! )1$-3$23! #$-.0$.+!
3+%+#/*6+-1E! #$-.0$.+! '/-1$'1! *5+-/6+-$E! #$-.0$.+! %$2&$1&/-! $-3!
*2+)1&.+!%$2&+1&+)E!6&-/2&17!#$-.0$.+!6$&-1+-$-'+<!
M-! 15+! *$)1! 18/! 3+'$3+)4! >//,)! &-! "#$%&'! )/'&/#&-.0&)1&')! >7! ?/215!
@6+2&'$-! )'5/#$2)! 5$%+! >+.0-! $**+$2&-.! 8&15! 2+#$1&%+! 92+:0+-'7<! M-(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Z´02,/%$! STTYJE! D'/+Q%#R'+* IBH+! A[,2$&-&$-E! \+26/#+-,/! STTTJE! ST,('* 5BC#'$! AV/#&)5E!
Z$O3$! GHHSJE! ?+#,"@#,0,(,%+U?+#,V@$,%+! A]$)50>&$-E! ^2+P$! GHHSJE! $-3! !"#$%R#'()* )+,('!
AC0)7-E!F$./')&!GHHIJ<!
WW

!=5&)!8/2,!&)!*2&6$2&#7!$!)7-'52/-&'!#&-.0&)1&'!3+)'2&*1&/-4!>01!15+!$015/2!3/+)!6$,+!
2+.0#$2!2+9+2+-'+!1/!&-)1$-'+)!/9!#&-.0&)1&'!&-1+29+2+-'+!>+18++-!15+!]$)50>&$-!&3&/#+'1!
3/'06+-1+3!$-3!V/#&)54!R-.#&)54!$-3!Z+26$-<!
WI
!=5+!9&-$#!'5$*1+2!A'5$*1+2!U4!G_S`TWJ!&)!+-1&1#+3!B=5+!5&)1/27!/9!'/-1+6*/2$27!)1$-3(
$23!"#/%+-+!$-3!&1)!)/'&/#&-.0&)1&'!*2/>#+6)D<!
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!"#"$!%&'()*+,&-+%&+.,#,(("(+!/+!0"+ -%1"#$%2%3,!%/&+!0,!+4"+$,4+,5/1"+ %&+
%&-%1%-6,(+7/6#&,(+,#!%3("$+,&-+%&+!0"8,!%3+3/(("3!%/&$+%&+!0"+9::;$+,&-+
<;;;$*+ !0"$"+ #"3"&!+ 8/&/'#,.0$+ 3/1"#+ ,+ 5#/,-+ #,&'"+ /2+ (,&'6,'"$+
=>,$!?+ @"(,#6$%,&*+ A6$$%,&*+ BC#,%&%,&D+ E"$!?+ FG"30*+ H/(%$0*+ I(/1,CD+
I/6!0?+@FJIK*+,&-+!0")+"L.(/#"+,&+"L.,&-"-+1,#%"!)+/2+$/3%/(%&'6%$!%3+
$652%"(-$*+ 4%!0+ &/!,5("+ "8.0,$%$+ /&+ %$$6"$+ /2+ (,&'6,'"+ ,&-+ "!0&%3%!)M+
%-"&!%!)+ ,&-+ 4%!0+ !0"+ ,--%!%/&+ /2+ $/3%/(%&'6%$!%3+ 3/88"&!,#)+ !/+ ,+
'#,88,#M(,&'6,'"+ !"L!5//C+ =I0"1"(/1+ 9:N:D+ O,88"#/1P+ ,&-+ A%.C,+
9::QD+ F/8#%"*+ I!/&"*+ ,&-+ H/(%&$C)+ 9::RD+ O,&&,&+ 9::RD+ S,6"#$-/#2+
9::RD+A%"$+9::TD+U&-#"4$*+VW+9::ND+S,%!%&+9::ND+I8%!0+9::ND+X#%"-8,&*+
YW+ 9:::D+ U("L,&-"#+ <;;;D+ F/((%&$+ <;;9D+ @#/4&"+ <;;<D+ Z/#0,8+ <;;[D+
Z#"&/5("+ <;;[D+ Z#""&5"#'*+ AW+ <;;Q5D+ @%(,&%6C+ <;;\D+ U("L,&-"#+ <;;R,D+
>3C"#!+<;;RKW+
3. Leading Edge
3.1. SLING2K
]!+ %$+ %&!"#"$!%&'+ !/+ &/!"+ !0,!+ !0"+ 3/&2"#"&3"+ ^_0"+ 26!6#"+ /2+ I(,1%3+ (%&`
'6%$!%3$+%&+U8"#%3,a+=,($/+C&/4&+,$+^IS]bZ<caK+0"(-+,!+]&-%,&,+B&%`
1"#$%!)+%&+X"5#6,#)+/2+<;;;+,&-+/#',&%G"-+,#/6&-+2/6#+8,7/#+-%$3%.(%`
&,#)+ $"3!%/&$+ ,&-+ #"("1,&!+ $65$"3!%/&$*[\+ -%-+ &/!+ 0,1"+ ,+ 8,%&+ $"3!%/&+
/#+ $65$"3!%/&+ -"1/!"-+ $."3%2%3,(()+ !/+ $/3%/(%&'6%$!%3$W+ I(,1%3+ $/3%/(%&`
'6%$!%3$+ %$+ /&()+ -%$36$$"-+ %&+ 5#%"2+ 4,)$+ %&+ $"1"#,(+ /2+ !0"+ ./$%!%/&+ .,`
."#$+.#"$"&!"-+,!+!0"+3/&2"#"&3"W[R+
U("L,&-"#*+ %&+ 0"#+ #"8,#C$+ /&+ -%,("3!/(/')+ =U("L,&-"#+ <;;R5K*+
8"&!%/&$+ !0#""+ ,#",$+ 40"#"+ ^d!e0"+ 2%"(-+ /2+ $/3%/(%&'6%$!%3$+ ,($/+ 0,$+
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
[\

+_0"+$"3!%/&$+,&-+$65$"3!%/&$+#".#"$"&!"-+4"#"?+=%K+F/#"+$652%"(-$+/2+!#,-%!%/&,(+0%$`
!/#%3,(`3/8.,#,!%1"+I(,1%$!%3$+=0%$!/#%3,(*+.0%(/(/'%3,(*+-%,("3!/(/')KD+=%%K+F/#"+$652%"(-$+
/2+ 2/#8,(M!0"/#"!%3,(+ I(,1%$!%3$+ =.0/&/(/')*+ $)&!,LfZ@M8%&%8,(%$8*+ $)&!,LfOHIZKD+
=%%%K+ F/#"+ $652%"(-$+ /2+ 3/&!"&!`/#%"&!"-+ I(,1%$!%3$+ =-%$3/6#$"*+ $"8%/!%3$*+ 3/'&%!%1"KD+ =%1K+
F/#"+ ,-7,3"&!+ -%$3%.(%&"$+ =,3g6%$%!%/&*+ .$)30/(%&'6%$!%3$*+ (,&'6,'"+ !",30%&'KW+ I""+
http://www.indiana.edu/~slavconf/SLING2K/program.html*+(,$!+,33"$$"-+/&+9;+h6&"+<;;:W+
[R

+U((+56!+!0#""+/2+!0"+/#%'%&,(+./$%!%/&+.,."#$+4"#"+$65$"g6"&!()+.65(%$0"-+%&+]$$6"+N+
=X,((+ <;;RK+ /2+ !0"+ /&(%&"+ 7/6#&,(+!"#$$#$+ ihttp://www.seelrc.org/glossos/issues/8/j+ =X#,&C$+ "!+
,(W+ <;;Rk%$$6"+ !%!("?+ ^I(,1%3+ (%&'6%$!%3$+ <;;;?+ _0"+ 26!6#"+ /2+ I(,1%3+ (%&'6%$!%3$+ %&+ U8"#`
%3,a*+ (,$!+ ,33"$$"-+ 9;+ h6&"+ <;;:KW+ _4/+ /2+ !0/$"+ !0,!+ 4"#"+ &/!+ .65(%$0"-+ #"8,%&+ ,1,%(`
,5("+,!+!0"+3/&2"#"&3"+4"5$%!"?+ihttp://www.indiana.edu/~slavconf/SLING2K/j+=(,$!+,33"$$"-+
9;+h6&"+<;;:KW+
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"#$%&! "'(($")*'(+! ,*)-! .*%#$")'#'/012! 3*4! 5)-$! -*+)'&0! '6! )-$! .$7$#'89
:$()! '6! #*)$&%&0! #%(/;%/$+1<! 3**4! 5)-$! =;$+)*'(! '6! .*/#'++*%1<! 3***4! 5.*%9
#$")+>! .$6*($.! $*)-$&! *(! )$&:+! '6! %! 8%&)*";#%&! 8'8;#%)*'(! +;?/&';8!
3+;"-! %+! %! +8$"*6*"! %&)*+%(! /;*#.<! '&! %! :*('&*)0! .$6*($.! *(! &$#*/*';+! '&!
$)-(*"!)$&:+4<!'&!,*)-!&$6$&$("$!)'!%!+8$"*6*"!;&?%(!%&$%1!3@ABC4<!?;)!+-$!
.'$+! (')! /'! *()'! $D)$(+*7$! .$)%*#! *(! %(0! '6! )-$+$! %&$%+! +*("$! %! 6;##! +'9
"*'#*(/;*+)*"! .*+";++*'(! 6$##! 5';)+*.$! )-$! +"'8$! '6! )-$! 8&$+$()! +;&7$01!
3BCABB<!6(E!BB4E!F$)-*(G+!"'()&*?;)*'(!'(!8-'('#'/0!3F$)-*(!HCCI4!/*7$+!
+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"+! ?&*$6! :$()*'(! +)%)*(/! )-%)! 5J'&K! *(! 8-'('#'/0! *()$&9
+$")+!,*)-!-*+)'&*"%#!#*(/;*+)*"+<!.*%#$")'#'/0<!:'&8-'#'/0<!+0()%D<!%(.!
8-'($)*"+<! (')! )'! :$()*'(! +'"*'#*(/;*+)*"+<! #%(/;%/$! %"=;*+*)*'(<! %(.!
#%(/;%/$! )$%"-*(/1! 3B4<! ?;)! +-$! .'$+! (')! $#%?'&%)$! 5L+M*("$! )-$+$! &$9
#%)$.!6*$#.+! 3,*)-!)-$!$D"$8)*'(!'6! 8-'($)*"+4!%&$! .*+";++$.!+$8%&%)$#0!
*(!)-*+!"'##$")*'(1!3B4N,-*"-!*+!;(6'&);(%)$#0!(')!)-$!"%+$!6'&!+'"*'#*(9
/;*+)*"+E! O&$('?#$G+! 8*$"$! '(! .*+"';&+$! %(%#0+*+! 3O&$('?#$! HCCI4! :$(9
)*'(+!+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"+!'(#0!*(!%!?*?#*'/&%8-*"!6'')(')$<!+)%)*(/!)-%)!5L*M)!
*+!*()$&$+)*(/<!*(!)-*+!#*/-)<!)'!"':8%&$!)-$!"'()$()+!'6!+$7$&%#!+)%(.%&.!
-%(.?''K+!'6!.*+"';&+$!%(%#0+*+E!F&',(!%(.!P;#$!3B@QI4!6'";+!-$%7*#0!
'(! 8&%/:%)*"+! %(.! *(6'&:%)*'(! +)&;");&$<! ,-*#$! R"-*66&*(! 3B@@S4! *(9
"#;.$+! +$7$&%#! "-%8)$&+! .*&$")#0! &$#%)$.! )'! +'"*'#*(/;*+)*"! :$)-'.'#'9
/*$+!3*E$E<!"-%8)$&+!'(!*()$&%")*'(%#!+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"+<!$)-(':$)-'.'#'/0<!
%(.!7%&*%)*'(!%(%#0+*+4>1!3B<!6(E!B4E!T(!-$&!.*+";++*'(!'6!"'/(*)*7$!#*(9
/;*+)*"+! 3U%(.%! HCCI4<! U%(.%<! "*)*(/! V$::$&<! +)%)$+! )-%)! )-$&$! %&$! 5W%&9
$%+! &*8$! 6'&! $D8#'&%)*'(! ,*)-! "'/(*)*7$! "'("$8)+! %(.! :$)-'.+G5! ,*)-!
)-$! (')$! )-%)! 5L%M)! )-$! )'8! '6! -$&! LV$::$&G+M! #*+)! *+! +'"*'#*(/;*+)*"!
7%&*%)*'(>1! 3XY4E! U%(.%! )-$(! *("#;.$+! %! ?&*$6! .*+";++*'(! '6! +$#$")! +'9
"*'#*(/;*+)*"!)'8*"+E!Z*(%##0<!['#*(+K0G+!"'()&*?;)*'(!'(!#%(/;%/$!%"=;*9
+*)*'(! 3['#*(+K0! HCCI%4! &$/&$)+! )-%)! %"=;*+*)*'(*+)+! %(.! +'"*'#*(/;*+)+!
.'! (')! $(/%/$! *(! 8&'6$++*'(%#! .*%#'/;$2! 5)-$! #%(/;%/$! '6! -$&*)%/$!
+8$%K$&+!-%+!"-*$6#0!?$$(!)-$!8&'7*("$!'6!+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"!+);.*$+<!%(.!*)!
*+!'6)$(! -%&.!)'! :%K$!),'!+$8%&%)$!+;?6*$#.+!,*)-*(!#*(/;*+)*"+!)'!)%#K!
)'! $%"-! ')-$&1! 3H4! %(.! 5#%(/;%/$! %))&*)*'(! )-&';/-! ,-*"-! *("':8#$)$!
%"=;*+*)*'(! *+! :%(*6$+)$.! +-';#.! (')! ?$! "'(+*.$&$.! )-$! :'('8'#0! '6!
+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"!+);.*$+<!,-*"-!*)!-%+!'6)$(!?$$(1!3YC4E!
F$0'(.! )-$+$! #*:*)$.! &$:%&K+<! )-$&$! *+! ('! 6;&)-$&! .*+";++*'(! '6!
R#%7*"! +'"*'#*(/;*+)*"! &$+$%&"-! *(! \'&)-! ]:$&*"%! *(! )-$! 8%8$&+! 6&':!
)-*+!"'(6$&$("$E!^-*+!*+!*()$&$+)*(/!%(.!+':$,-%)!+;&8&*+*(/!/*7$(!)-$!
"#$%&! *("&$%+$! *(! )-$! 7'#;:$! %(.! +"'8$! '6! +"-'#%&#0! %")*7*)0! *(! R#%7*"!
+'"*'#*(/;*+)*"+! *(! )-$! .$"%.$! 8&$"$.*(/! )-$! "'(6$&$("$! 3%+! ,$! -%7$!
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!""#$ %&'()"#*"%$ +#$ *,"$ -./+&(!$ 0(12+'.*+&#$ -"#("!$ "3.)+#"%$ ,"/"45$
6,+!$ 2.'7$ &8$ .**"#*+&#$ *&$ 92.-+'$ !&'+&2+#:(+!*+'!$ .*$ .$ )""*+#:$ +#$ ;<<<$
%"%+'.*"%$ *&$ =6,"$ 8(*(/"$ &8$ 92.-+'$ 2+#:(+!*+'!$ +#$ >)"/+'.?$ +!$ .22$ *,"$
)&/"$ +#*"/"!*+#:$ 8/&)$ &(/$ -.#*.:"$ 0&+#*$ &8$ /&(:,2@$ .$ %"'.%"$ 2.*"/$
A,"#$ A"$ !""$ *,"$ ,"+:,*"#"%$ 0/&%('*+-+*@$ +#$ 92.-+'$ !&'+&2+#:(+!*+'$ /"B
!"./',$ *,.*$ ,.!$ &''(//"%$ !0"'+8+'.22@$ .)&#:$ @&(#:$ !',&2./!$ '&)+#:$
&(*$&8$:/.%(.*"$0/&:/.)!$+#$*,"$@"./!$8&22&A+#:$ *,.*$)""*+#:5$ C"/"$+*$
+!$ #"'"!!./@$ *&$ 0&+#*$ &(*$ *,.*$ *,"$ +#'/".!"$ +#$ *,"$ -./+"*@$ &8$ !&'+&2+#B
:(+!*+'$ !(18+"2%!$ /"0/"!"#*"%$ +#$ *,"$ 2.!*$ *A&$ %"'.%"!$ &8$ /"!"./',$ ,.!$
1""#$ .''&)0.#+"%$ 1@$ D.#%$ (#%&(1*"%2@$ %/+-"#$ 1@4$ .#$ "30.#!+&#$ +#$
*,"$/.#:"$&8$ %+!'+02+#"!$1"@&#%$92.-+'$2+#:(+!*+'!$+#-&2-"%$+#$*,"$0/&B
%('*+&#$ &8$ *,+!$ #"A$ A&/75$ E#$ /"'"#*$ @"./!F$ G&/*,$ >)"/+'.#$ !',&2./!$
8/&)$ !(',$ 8+"2%!$ .!$ .#*,/&0&2&:@F$ "%('.*+&#F$ :"#"/.2$ 2+#:(+!*+'!F$ ,+!B
*&/@F$.#%$0&2+*+'.2$!'+"#'"$,.-"$+#'/".!+#:2@$'&#*/+1(*"%$*&$/"!"./',$+#$
92.-+'$ !&'+&2+#:(+!*+'!F$ .#%$ *,"$ .'.%")+'$ %"0./*)"#*!$ +#$ A,+',$ *,"!"$
!',&2./!$A&/7$,.-"$+#'/".!+#:2@$1"'&)"$2&'+$8&/$*,"$*/.+#+#:$&8$8(*(/"$
!0"'+.2+!*!$+#$92.-+'$!&'+&2+#:(+!*+'!5$
3.2. Recent Dissertations
E$A&(2%$2+7"$*&$0/&-+%"$.$8"A$#&*"!$,"/"$/":./%+#:$/"'"#*$%+!!"/*.*+&#!$
A/+**"#$ 1@$ H,5I5$!*(%"#*!$.*$ G&/*,$>)"/+'.#$ (#+-"/!+*+"!5$6,"$ %+!!"/B
*.*+&#!$0/&%('"%$A+*,+#$*,"$2.!*$J<$@"./!$D!+#'"$JKKL4$'&(2%$1"$!""#$.!$
+#%+'.*&/!$ &8$ *,"$ %+/"'*+&#$ *,.*$ *,"$ 8+"2%$ &8$ 92.-+'$ !&'+&2+#:(+!*+'!$ A+22$
*.7"$+#$G&/*,$>)"/+'.$+#$*,"$'&)+#:$@"./!5$E#*"/"!*+#:2@F$*,"$%+!*/+1(B
*+&#$.)&#:$*,"$*,/""$2.#:(.:"$1/.#',"!F$M.!*F$N"!*F$.#%$9&(*,$92.-+'F$
+!$ 8./$ )&/"$ ,".-+2@$ A"+:,*"%$ *&A./%$ *,"$ M.!*$ 92.-+'$ 2.#:(.:"!$ *,.#$
A.!$!""#$+#$*,"$,+!*&/+'.2$&-"/-+"A$.1&-"F$*,"$")0,.!+!$&#$*,"$9&(*,$
92.-+'$ :/&(0$ +!$ #&$ 2&#:"/$ .!$ !*/&#:F$ .#%$ /"!"./',$ &#$ N"!*$ 92.-+'$ 2.#B
:(.:"!$ +!$ +#'/".!+#:2@$ /"0/"!"#*"%5$ O":./%2"!!$ &8$ &-"/.22$ #()1"/!F$
A+*,+#$".',$&8$*,"$*,/""$2.#:(.:"$1/.#',"!$A"$!""$.$1/&.%$'&-"/.:"$&8$
2.#:(.:"!$.!$8&22&A!P$
$
O(!!+.#P$I&#+*!.B9',)+%*$JKKKQ$>#%"/!&#$;<<<Q$C./*$;<<<Q$9',)+**$
;<<JQ$R!*+#&-.$;<<;Q$C&2%").#$;<<SQ$T.+#$;<<UQ$N,+*+#:$;<<K$
R7/.+#+.#P$ T+2.#+(7$ JKKLQ$ G"%.!,7+-!7.$ >%.)!$ JKKLQ$ I+'7+#!&#$
JKKKQ$ V./!,.22F$ W5$ ;<<<Q$ 9,"22,&/#$ ;<<SQ$ X/+"%).#F$ I5$ ;<<YQ$
Z/.%+#&-.$;<<[$
T"2./(!+.#P$\"])+!$;<<SQ$T/&A#$;<<U$
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"#$%&'!()*+,-./!0111!
2345$*'!6,&&!01117!(/.8)*9548-!011:7!;<-,93+5)/!011=!
>/8)*'!?#.@3A,!:BB=!
(43A,@'!C,D+844!011E,!
F>C('!G3-H!011:!
F#4I,-5,&'!C548A,!:BB=!
C,)8H3&5,&'!J,&@8-$48%!:BBB!
(43A8&8'!"85&H4!011K!
!
J*8!8,-4%!,-8,$!3L!L3)#$!.*,.!+8-8!5H8&.5L58H!5&!3#-!*5$.3-5),4!3A8-M
A58+N4,&I#,I8! O4,&&5&I! ,&H! $.,&H,-H! 4,&I#,I8! H8A843O98&.7! 4,&M
I#,I8! )3&.,).! O*8&398&,7! 4,&I#,I8! A,-5,.53&! ,&H! O-8$.5I8! A,-58.58$7!
95&3-5.%! 4,&I#,I8! 9,5&.8&,&)8N,-8! $.544! .*8! ,-8,$! .*,.! +8! $88! 93$.!
-8O-8$8&.8H! 5&! .*8! H5$$8-.,.53&$! 98&.53&8H! *8-8P! Q&! .*8! 4,$.! K1! %8,-$R!
H8$O5.8! 3-R! 5&H88HR! O8-*,O$! $O8)5L5),44%! !"#$%&"' ()! .*8! $3)53MO345.5),4!
.-,&$L3-9,.53&$!.*,.!*,A8!.,@8&!O4,)8!5&!.*8!(4,A5)M$O8,@5&I!)3#&.-58$R!
.*8$8! .3O5)$! *,A8! 43$.! &3&8! 3L! .*85-! -848A,&)8R! ,&H! .*5$! 5$! -8L48).8H! 5&!
.*8!&8+!+3-@!<85&I!H3&8!,.!SP(P!,&H!>,&,H5,&! 5&$.5.#.53&$! <%!%3#&I!
$)*34,-$!8&.8-5&I!.*8!L584H!3L!(4,A5)!$3)5345&I#5$.5)$P!J*8!.3O5)$!.*,.!+8!
5H8&.5L58H! 8,-458-! ,$! 93-8! -8)8&.! 8&.-58$! 5&.3! .*8! L584H! 5&! T3-.*! ;98-M
5),NH5$)3#-$8! ,&H! O-,I9,.5)$R! I8&H8-! 45&I#5$.5)$R! 4,&I#,I8! ,&H! 8.*M
&5)5.%U5H8&.5.%R! 4,&I#,I8!8H#),.53&N,-8!,4$3!5&)-8,$5&I4%!-8O-8$8&.8H!
5&!.*8!H5$$8-.,.53&!-8$8,-)*!<85&I!H3&8R!3L.8&!+3A8&!5&.3!.*8!.-8,.98&.!
3L! .*8! 93-8! .-,H5.53&,4! .3O5)$PEV! Q&! .*8! 5&$.,&)8! 3L! W4,&I#,I8! ,&H!
8.*&5)5.%U5H8&.5.%X! ,! $59O48! $),&! 3L! .*8! H5$$8-.,.53&! .5.48$! $*3+$! L3#-!
.*,.! )48,-4%! H8,4! +5.*! .*5$! .3O5)! YF54,&5#@! :BB=7! 6,&&! 01117! (*844*3-&!
011E7! Z8[95$! 011E\R! 5&! ,HH5.53&! .3! .*3$8! .*,.! H3! $3! +5.*3#.! 3A8-.4%!
&,95&I!5.!5&!.*8!.5.48P!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
EV

!;$! 98&.53&8H! ,<3A8R! ,&H! 3L! $5I&5L5),&)8! L3-! .*8! L#.#-8! H8A843O98&.! 3L! .*8! L584HR!
9,&%! 3L! .*8$8! -8)8&.! H5$$8-.,.53&$! 5&! (4,A5)! $3)5345&I#5$.5)$! ,-8! <85&I! +-5..8&! 5&! H8M
O,-.98&.$!,&H!O-3I-,9$!<8%3&H!(4,A5)!H8O,-.98&.$R!+*5)*!5$!#&H3#<.8H4%!,!L,).3-!5&!
.*8! 8DO,&H5&I! <-8,H.*! 3L! .*83-58$R! 98.*3H$R! ,&H! $#<L584H$! -8O-8$8&.8H! 5&! .*5$! +3-@P!
G3-! ;&.*-3O343I%R! $88! F54,&5#@! :BB=R! ?#.@3A,! :BB=R! ?5)@5&$3&! :BBBR! 6,&&! 0111R!
G-58H9,&R! ?P! 011]7! L3-! ^H#),.53&R! $88! ?3&5.$,M()*95H.! :BBBR! J,&@8-$48%! :BBBR!
(*844*3-&! 011ER! _-,H5&3A,! 011V7! L3-! `8&8-,4! a5&I#5$.5)$R! $88! C548A,! :BB=R! ;&H8-$3&!
0111R!()*95..!011:R!S$.5&3A,!0110R!;<-,93+5)/!011=7!L3-!b5$.3-%R!$88!C,D+844!011E,R!
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3.3. The Contributions to this JSL Volume
!"#$ %&"'()*%$ +"'%#$ +'*,$ -%$ )%%#./(#0$ -1$ 2"-%$ %3#&-)($ 4'(5.#$ '6$ 2"#$
!"#$%&'( ")( *'&+,-( ',%.#,/0,-/$ *#3*#%#12$ /'2"$ 2"#$ (-1#)7#$ )10$ 2"#$ (#)0-17$
#07#$ '6$ 8()4-&$ %'&-'(-175-%2-&%$ -1$ 9'*2"$ :.#*-&);$ <)1=$ '6$ '5*$ &'1>
2*-/52'*%$ ")4#$ 3()=#0$ )$ &#12*)($ *'(#$ -1$ %")3-17$ 2"#$ *#%#)*&"$ )7#10)%$
&'1%2-252-17$ 2"#$ (-1#)7#$ '6$ 2"#$ 6-#(0$ )10$ ")4#$ /*'57"2$ -2$ 2'$ -2%$ 3*#%#12$
%2)2#$+-2"$2"#-*$ 15.#*'5%$ &'12*-/52-'1%$2"*'57"'52$2"#$=#)*%?$)10$)(($
'6$ '5*$ )52"'*%$ %2)10$ )2$ 2"#$ (#)0-17$ #07#$ 2"*'57"$ 2"#-*$ &'12-15#0$
7*'510/*#),-17$ +'*,$ )%$ *#3*#%#12#0$ -1$ 2"-%$ 4'(5.#?$ )10$ 2"*'57"$
2"#-*$ +'*,$ +-2"$ %250#12%$ *#3*#%#12-17$ 2"#$ 1#@2$ 7#1#*)2-'1$ '6$ 9'*2"$
:.#*-&)1$8()4-&$%'&-'(-175-%2%;$
A#$ %##$ -1$ 2"#$ 3*#%#12$ 4'(5.#$ )$ &'12-15)2-'1$ '6$ 2"#$ *#&#12$ 2*#10$
2'+)*0$/*')0$*#3*#%#12)2-'1$'6$2"#$8()4-&$ ()175)7#%$-1$%'&-'(-175-%2-&$
*#%#)*&"$-1$9'*2"$:.#*-&)?$+-2"$)*2-&(#%$'1$B'%1-)1?$B5(7)*-)1?$CD#&"?$
E5%%-)1?$ 8('4#1#?$ F,*)-1-)1?$ )10$ ()175)7#$ &'12)&2$ -1$ 3'%2>8'4-#2$
%2)2#%?$ )10$ +-2"$ /'',$ *#4-#+%$ '1$ B#()*5%-)1$ )10$ F,*)-1-)1;$ A#$ )(%'$
%##$ -1$ 2"#$ 3*#%#12$ 4'(5.#$ )$ /(#10-17$ '6$ 2"#$ '(0#*$ )10$ 1#+#*$ )*#)%$ '6$
*#%#)*&"$ 2")2$ +#$ 1'2#0$ -1$ '5*$ ('',$ )2$ 2"#$ (-1#)7#$ '6$ 8()4-&$ %'&-'(-1>
75-%2-&$+'*,$-1$9'*2"$:.#*-&);$G2$/#)*%$%2)2-17$2")2?$0#%3-2#$2"#$6).-(->
)*-2=$ '6$ %'.#$ '6$ 2"#$ %5/6-#(0%$ *#3*#%#12#0?$ 2"#$ 1#+$ +'*,$ 3*#%#12#0$
"#*#$ -%?$ '6$ &'5*%#?$ 1'2$ %-.3(=$ )$ *#")%"-17$ '6$ 2"#$ 2"#'*-#%?$ .#2"'0'('>
7-#%?$'*$0)2)$'6$3)%2$0#&)0#%;$G2$-%$/)%#0$'1$6*#%"$6-#(0+'*,$)10$)1)(=>
%-%$ 510#*$ 1#+$ &'10-2-'1%$ -1$ &#12*)($ )10$ #)%2#*1$ H5*'3#$ 2")2$ 3*'4-0#$
)&&#%%$2'$&'..51-2-#%?$*#%'5*&#%?$)10$.)2#*-)(%$"-2"#*2'$-1)&&#%%-/(#$2'$
'*$%-.3(=$51%250-#0$/=$ %&"'()*%;$ G1$)00-2-'1?$2"-%$+'*,$#.3('=%$ 1#+$
2"#'*-#%$)10$.#2"'0'('7-#%$4#*=$.5&"$-1$%2*-0#$+-2"$2"#$&5**#12$%2)2#>
'6>2"#>)*2$-1$7#1#*)($%'&-'(-175-%2-&%;$
E'1#((#$ :(#@)10#*$ )10$ I()0-.-*$ J"'/'4?$ -1$ 2"#-*$ )*2-&(#?$ K9#+$
&'1&(5%-'1%$'1$2"#$L&'1&(5%-4#M$-1$B5(7)*-)1N?$2),#$'1$)$('17>%2)10-17$
-%%5#$ -1$ 2"#$ B5(7)*-)1$ 3)%2$ 2#1%#$ 4#*/$ %=%2#.$ +-2"$ )$ 6*#%"$ %#2$ '6$
%3#),#*$0)2);$!"*'57"$2"#$)1)(=%-%$'6$1#+$%5*4#=%$'6$)&25)($()175)7#$
5%#$)10$4)*-)2-'1$)&*'%%$)$*)17#$'6$ 1)2-4#$%3#),#*%$'6$ B5(7)*-)1?$2"#=$
%"#0$1#+$(-7"2$'1$2"#$651&2-'1)($(')0$'6$2"#$3)%2$ 2#1%#$6'*.%$-1$O5#%>
2-'1$)10$3()&#$2"#-*$*#%5(2%$-1$&'12*)%2$2'$2"#$ 1'*.)2-4#$&()%%-6-&)2-'1%$
)10$ 0#%&*-32-'1%$ 6'510$ -1$ .)1=$ #@-%2-17$ )&&'512%$ '6$ 2"#%#$ 3)%2$ 2#1%#$
4#*/)($3)*)0-7.%;$
H4)$ H&,#*2$ )10$ P#4-1$ Q)11)1?$ -1$ KI#*1)&5()*$ +*-2-17$ )10$ )$ %'>
&-'(-175-%2-&$ &")17#$ -1$ 2"#$ !#@)%$ CD#&"$ &'..51-2=N?$ 5%#$ 3*#4-'5%(=$
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"#$%"&'(&! %()%"*+! (,'&(#-(! %.! %/*-(! %0(! -."/$(! .1! +*#2"*2(! 3*'#%(4
#*#-(! *#&! &(-+'#(! *3.#2! %0(! (%0#'-! 56(-0$! '#! 7()*$8! 9*:'#2! "$(! .1!
#(;$<*<(/! ;/'%'#2=! %.3>$%.#(! '#$-/'<%'.#$=! *#&! -.33"#'%?! *#4
#."#-(3(#%$! #(,(/! >(1./(! *#*+?6(&=! %0(?! 3*<! %0(! '#%(/<+*?! .1! $%*#4
&*/&!56(-0=!56(-0!&'*+(-%=!*#&!>.//.;(&!@#2+'$0!1(*%"/($!*$!-*<%"/(&!
'#!%0(!;/'%%(#!/(-./&!.1!%0(!7()*$!56(-0!-.33"#'%?8!
9'-0*(+! A./0*3B$! */%'-+(=! CD'#2"'$%'-! '&(.+.2'($=! (-.#.3'($=! *#&!
%(-0#.+.2'($! '#! %0(! +*#2"*2(! -"+%"/(! .1! -.#%(3<./*/?! E"$$'*! FGHIJK
LMMINO!<"%$!1./%0!*!#(;!%0(./(%'-*+!*#&!3(%0.&.+.2'-*+!1/*3(;./:!1./!
%0(!$%"&?!.1!+*#2"*2(!,*/'*%'.#!*#&!-0*#2(!'#!-.#%(3<./*/?!E"$$'*#8!
P(!-."-0($!0'$!1/*3(;./:!'#!%0(!#.%'.#!.1!C+*#2"*2(!-"+%"/(O!*#&!&(4
1'#($!%0(!-.#-(<%$!.1!C+'#2"'$%'-!'&(.+.2'($O=!C(-.#.3'($!.1!+*#2"*2(O=!
*#&! C%(-0#.+.2'($! .1! +*#2"*2(O! *$! %0(! .<(/*%',(! <*/*3(%(/$! ./! 1./-($!
%0*%! $0*<(! *! +*#2"*2(! -"+%"/(! *#&! %0(/(1./(! +*#2"*2(! ,*/'*%'.#! *#&!
-0*#2(8!
E.>(/%! A/((#>(/2=! '#! 0'$! $%"&?=! CQ'*+(-%$=! 3'2/*%'.#$=! *#&! (%0#'-!
/',*+/'($R! 70(! -*$(! .1! S.$#'*4P(/6(2.,'#*O=! 2*%0(/$! 1./! *#*+?$'$! %0(!
3.$%! /(-(#%! *#&! .#2.'#2! $0'1%$! '#! S.$#'*4P(/6(2.,'#*B$! +'#2"'$%'-!
3*<8! P(! (3<+.?$! -"//(#%! %0(./'($! 1/.3! %0(! $.-'*+! <$?-0.+.2?! .1! +*#4
2"*2(! *#&! 1/.3! +'#2"'$%'-! *#%0/.<.+.2?! %.! 1/*3(! 0'$! ()*3'#*%'.#! .1!
%0(! '#%(/*-%'.#! >(%;((#! &'*+(-%=! (%0#'-! '&(#%'%?=! *#&! <.+'%'-$! '#! %0(!
-.#%()%! .1! +*#2"*2(! <+*##'#2! *#&! $%*#&*/&! +*#2"*2(! &(,(+.<3(#%! '#!
-.#%(3<./*/?!S.$#'*4P(/6(2.,'#*8!
T++*!U(&*$0:',$:*B$!-.#%/'>"%'.#=!CA(#&(/!,.'-($!'#!(+(-%/.#'-!&'$4
-."/$(R! T! 1./"3! '#! V:/*'#'*#O=! %*<$! '#%.! %0(! #(;! +'#2"'$%'-! $<*-(! .1!
%(-0#.+.2?43(&'*%(&! -.33"#'-*%'.#8! W0(! "#&(/%*:($! *! 2(#&(/! +'#4
2"'$%'-=! &'$-."/$(4./'(#%(&! *#*+?$'$! .1! V:/*'#'*#! (+(-%/.#'-! &'$-"$$'.#!
1./"3$!%.!%($%!%0(!.1%(#4*$$"3(&!(2*+'%*/'*#! #*%"/(!.1!(+(-%/.#'-! -.34
3"#'-*%'.#=! %.! '&(#%'1?! <.%(#%'*+! V:/*'#'*#! 2(#&(/+(-%! 1(*%"/($! '#!
(+(-%/.#'-!()-0*#2($=!*#&!%.!&(%(/3'#(!<.$$'>+(!&'$-."/$(!./'(#%*%'.#$!
.1!1(3*+($!,$8!3*+($!'#!V:/*'#'*#!(+(-%/.#'-!-.33"#'-*%'.#8!
T#(%*! X*,+(#:.=! '#! CD*#2"*2(! -.#1+'-%! '#! <.$%4W.,'(%! +'#2"'$%'-!
+*#&$-*<($O=! '#%/.&"-($! %0(! /(+*%',(+?! #(;! *<</.*-0! .1! C+'#2"'$%'-!
+*#&$-*<(O! '#! %0(! $%"&?! .1! +*#2"*2(! *#&! '&(#%'%?! *#&! +*#2"*2(! <+*#4
#'#28!V$'#2!&*%*!1/.3!$(,(/*+!<.$%4W.,'(%!$%*%($=!$0(!</.,'&($!*!-.#-'$(!
.,(/,'(;! .1! %0(! >*$'-! %0(./(%'-*+! *#&! 3(%0.&.+.2'-*+! -.#-(<%$! .1! %0'$!
#(;!*<</.*-0!*#&!%0(#!."%+'#($!*#!*#*+?%'-*+!1/*3(;./:!1./!'%$!"$(!'#!
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!"#$ %&'()*+,-$ .(/012$ .34'22'(-$ 125$ 41*($ 672*(&-$ '2$ *0('&$ 8'(3($
9!0($ 3"2*&':7*'"2$ ";$ +12/71/($ 7)(-$ +12/71/($ 1**'*75()-$ 125$ +12/71/($
3"#8(*(23($ *"$ #'2"&'*,$ +12/71/($ #1'2*(2123(<$ =$ &(8"&*$ ;&"#$ =7)>
*&'12$?1&'2*0'1@-$*1A($"2$1$*0&((>81&*$121+,)')$*01*$;(B$"*0(&$C712*'*1>
*'D($ )*75'()$ ";$ 1$ #'2"&'*,$ +12/71/($ )'*71*'"2$ 01D($ 1**(#8*(5E$ ?"#>
:'2'2/$ *0($ *0&(($ 81&1#(*(&)$ ";$ +12/71/($ 7)(-$ +12/71/($ 1**'*75()-$ 125$
+12/71/($3"#8(*(23($'2$*0('&$)7&D(,$B"&A$1#"2/$F+"D(2($)8(1A(&)$'2$
=7)*&'12$?1&'2*0'1-$*0(,$8&"D'5($01&5$)*1*')*'31+$(D'5(23($;"&$*0($+"2/>
1))7#(5$ 3"&&(+1*'"2)$ 125$ '2*(&3"22(3*'"2)$ 1#"2/$ *0()($ *0&(($
D1&'1:+()E$
G'21++,-$ !"2,$ H&"B2I)$ &(D'(B$ ";$ .(JA"D)A1K1$ LMMN$ 125$ .'301(+$
G+'(&I)$ &(D'(B$ ";$ H'+12'7A$ LMMO$ 8&"D'5($ 7)$ B'*0$ 8&";())'"21+$ '2)'/0*)$
'2*"$ *0($ '2*(&8+1,$ ";$ (*02'3-$ +'2/7')*'3-$ 125$ 8"+'*'31+$ *(2)'"2)$ 125$ *(2>
5(23'()$ '2$ *0($ )*1*()$ ";$ H(+1&7)$ 125$ PA&1'2(E$ !0&"7/0$ *0('&$ '2>5(8*0$
1))())#(2*)$";$125$3"##(2*1&,$"2$*0()($*B"$&(3(2*$:""A)-$H&"B2$125$
G+'(&$ 8&"D'5($ D'/2(**()$ ";$ *0($ 0')*"&'31+$ 125$ 3"2*(#8"&1&,$ )"3'"+'2>
/7')*'3$ )'*71*'"2)$ '2$ H(+1&7)$ 125$ PA&1'2($ B0'+($ 1*$ *0($ )1#($ *'#($ 8&">
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